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Rich mineral resources are not
subject to devaluation
Belarus is to retain the controlling share of
Belaruskali JSC, to ensure that the
development of the potash industry
nationwide is conducted solely in the
interest of the state and the Belarusian
people Page 4
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Impressions generously
repay high price
of restoration
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Major intrigue
of Slavianski
Bazaar
successfully
solved

History really can revive right before
our eyes. Recently, the gate keepers
and guards of Nesvizh Castle dressed
in costumes from the time of prominent
Radziwill Sierotka. Page 7
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Top level integration
continues
President of Belarus Alexander
Lukashenko joins Russian Prime
Minister Dmitry Medvedev
in confirming intention
to promote Union State

➔2

Solutions to issues
found without
excessive debate
“Our main goal is to
achieve equal rights and
equal opportunities for our
companies,” stressed the Prime
Minister of Belarus, Mikhail
Myasnikovich, opening the
meeting. He noted that our
two countries have seriously
progressed since the creation
of the Single Economic Space.
“However, we still lack a single
market; there are various
confiscations and special
conditions of trade which
should be eliminated,” he
emphasised.
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Competition with
specific components
helps capitalisation
IPO and consolidation of
domestic food enterprises
allows competitiveness of
products to be raised

➔5

Festivity prevails at
the junction of three
borders
Our correspondent visits unusual
youth festival of Belarus, Russia,
Ukraine — Slavonic Unity
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Belarusian satellite
launched from Baikonur
in Kazakhstan ➔ 2
The launch took place at 9.41am (Minsk time) on July 22nd
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